
Russians expected President Carter to invade Iran, espe- 
cially after American hostages were taken, and Indian an- 
alysts note that this was the time of a power conflict inside 
Afghanistan; the Soviets, believing the Americans might 
eventually move into Iran, foresaw Afghanistan becoming 
part of the American strategic scheme. After We establish- 
ment of the Rapid Deployment Force in the Gulf and NATO's 
decision to rearm Turkey, maintains Gujral, the Soviets 
thought they had to make a fast countermove to send a 
message to Washington. 

Pan Chopra, visiting professor at the Center for Policy 
Research, explains Moscow's move in the following way: 
"By going to Herat and Kandahar in the south of Afghanistan, 
from where aircraft can fly to the Straits of Hormuz, the 
Russians showed that their tactical aircraft could counter 
the moves of the U.S. fleets in the Gulf. Russia used the 
events in Afghanistan to position a large and effective force 
on the flanks of Iran. for which it otherwise might have had 
difficulty finding an excuse." 

Most Indian analysts believe the Soviets probably would 
not have gone into Afghanistan had there been a better 
understanding between Washington and Moscow and had 
the U.S. government not tried so systematically to exclude 
the Soviet Union from a Middle East settlement. "Some U.S. 
foreign policy writers seem to believe that Afghanistan can 
be dealt with separately," says Gujral, who considers this 
a mistake. "The Russians [put together a] new command 
setup for the Gulf and Indian Ocean, Diego Garcia [an Indian 
Ocean island with a U.S. base], the Iran situation, the Iran- 
Iraq situation, and the Saudis. They believe they have one 
strategic vantage point-Afghanistan." 

Analysts here contend that if the U.S. wants to solve the 
Afghanistan problem, it is going about it in all the wrong 
ways. They say that on the simplest level-that of stated 
U.S. policy-the mujaheddin can't push the Russians out, 
and they also point to evidence that Washington doesn't 
want them to. According to K. Subrahmanyam, director of 

..the government-funded Institute for Defense Studies and 
Analysis, the US. has "prevented themujaheddin from com- 
ing together to form a united national liberation front. Abdul 
Rahman Pazhwak, who was promoting it, was put under 
house arrest [in Pakistan]. The Americans have been telling 
us every year that a national liberation front will be formed 
and the whole thing will escalate. In more than five years, 
not much has happened." The Indians say that Americans 
want to keep the Afghanistan guerrillas as a thorn in the 
Soviets' side. "They think, 'These bastards are stuck there. 
Let them remain,"' says commentator Reddy. Furthermore, 
Indians believe the Pakistanis themselves have no interest 
in a mujahoddin victory. The rebels hav? declared that only 
a fifth of US. aid sent through Pakistan reaches them, and . 
Indian analysts say that the Pakistanis want to keep mu- 
jaheddin activities at a relatively inefficient level to avoid 
angering Moscow and provoking reprisals against bases in 
Pakistan. 

It is also thought that the strategy of bleeding the Soviets 
won't work-that they don't have the same problem of public 
opposition that bedeviled the Americans during the Vietnam 
war and that Soviet casualties are fewer than the Americans 
have claimed-under 1,500. 

Not only is Washington's policy not working, it has neg- 
ative political and military results. Says Reddy: "Instead of 
using the Afghan crisis to wean us away from Soviet influ- 
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ence, you followed the monumentally foolish policy of arming 
Pakistan and pushing us towards the Russians." 

"American policy's first effort should have been how to 
unify South Asia in its attitude toward Afghanistan," Am- 
bassador Gujral declares. "If the Russians decide to come 
down to South Asia, only we can resist them. India's long- 
term security interests are that South Asia be unified. But 
American policy is dividing us." 

Critics of U.S. policy claim that the only solution is political, 
and on a much wider level than simply the future of Af- 
ghanistan. Washington must deal with Moscow's security 
concerns: The Soviet occupation of Afghanistan will not be 
revoked until the Russians think the wider strategic need 
has vanished, which necessitates U.S. assurances it will 
not take over Iran. Some analysts go so far as to say that 
there will have to be a general improvement in U.S.-Soviet 
relations on such issues as detente in Europe and arms . 
negotiations. 

No one expects much change in the fortunes of Afghan- 
istan. "Afghanistan can be a nonaligned country, but it can 
never be an anti-soviet country."says Reddy. Gujral is more 
pessimistic. According to him, "it is inevitable that Afghan- 
istan will be a satellite of the Russians." 

Lucy Komisar is a freelance journalist who writes about 
foreign affairs. 

James Como on 
THE HABIT OF PERUVIAN DEMOCRACY 

Lately we have been revelling over "resurgent democracy'' 
in the Americas, especially in the two giants, Argentina and 
Brazil. But amidst the revelry we have forgotten the country 
that began the current wave of neo-democracy: Peru. the 
center of the Andean world. And we have nearly ignored 
the fact that now, against all odds, Peruvian President Fer- 
nando Belaunde Terry is about to complete his five-year 
term and leave the office to a democratically elected suc- 
cessor. We ought to appreciate what has happened. Despite 
incendiary inflation and unemployment, eviscerating foreign 
debt, febrile terrorist assaults, a miiitary more attentive to 
domestic political affairs than to foreign threats, and a na- 
tional fragmentation so pronounced that consensus seemed 
a metaphysical impossibility. democracy prevailed-again. 
Not since 1945 has such a succession occurred in Peru. 

We have difficulty understanding. let alone appreciating, 
this achievement. After all, most serious U.S. newspapers 
(The New York Times being the worst offender) offer up a 
litany of pessimistic, condescending cliches: and our social 
scientists tend to concentrate on such phenomena as "Gen- 
der and Culture as Determiniifits of the 'Ideal Voice' in Latin 
America," or "Alignment Practices in Latin 'Anglo Dyads." A 
few years ago a prominent scholar of Latin American affairs 
was in Lima to study "constitutionalism." His Spanish was 
broken and far from idiomatic. and he had not yet read the 
Peruvian Constitution. which he was surprised to learn is 
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nearly a hundred pages long. He clearly lacked an under- 
standing of the love of formalism that characterizes the ruling 
Latinate minority and explains so impossibly burdensome 
a document. Worse, he did not see that the autocthonous 
majority has its own Weltanschauung and finds "constitu- 
tionalism" largely irrelevant. ( I  once sat across the table Iron? 
a leader of APRA, the party that won the p!esidency in April. 
When I asked if a coup would topple Belaunde, he chilled 
me by'answering. "that is what we are now deciding.") 

Under the circumstances, it is tempting to ask: What, 
exactly, do we know? But that is the wrong question. The 
better one is: How should we know? Unlike English, Spanish 
(and man) other languages) allows for two ways of know- 
ing-saber and conocer-study from the outside and tan- 
gible, participatory, personal acquaintance from the inside. 
We in the United States are strong on the first, but our 
weakness On the second causes us to mediate our view of 
reality-usuaily without meaning to or even knowing that 
we are doing so. 

How easy to assume, for example, that Peruvians "seek 
after continental models." But they deny it, and recent history 
bears them out. How much easier still to describe them as 
desirous of becoming "principal actors in the Latin American 
drama." But they do not care to be First Worldly-wise. and 
most Peruvian intellectuals avoid geopolitical prominence. 
They rely on indigenous social institutions. which they do 
not see as weak at all. If an artist as attentive and home- 
grown as the novelist Mario Vargas Llosa can feel "absurd 
and unreal" in his own country, lhen certainly we should 
exercise both humility and caution when making and ap- 
plying assumptions. Garcia Marques said it best in his Nobel 
address: "The interpretation of reality through patterns not 
our own serves only to make us every more unknown. ever 
less free, ever more solitary." 

This exactly applies to reality in Peru, which is less Third 
World than it is downright otherworldly. Peruvians recall that 
the Inca empire at the height of its power ruled an area that 
would have stretched from Gibraltar to Jerusalem. Modern 
Peru includes three distinct regions that are comparable to 
the Himalayas. the Sahara. and the Congo-each with a 
culture and idiom of its own. Many of our categories and 
units of measurement (for example. the length of an admin- 
istration or two) simply do not fit. The Peruvian perspective 
is long. almost Oriental. Even Lima. avatar of Spanish co- 
lonialism in the New World. recently celebrated its four hun- 
dredth anniversary. This can confound the impatient. Bolivar 
himself could not win over the Peruvians-despised them. 
in fact. Peruvian solitude is more than a hundred years old, 
and even though the world is in Peru, Peru is not-yet- 
in the world. 

The new government. led by thirty-five-year-old Alan Gar- 
cia, is bound to continue many of Belaunde's policies, es- 
pecially decentralizalion of the economy: Although the 
population of Greater Lima has more than doubled within 
the last twenty years, still fully half the land area contains 
less than 10 per cent of the total population. But mostly it 
will seek to accomplish what Belaunde outliped in his speech 
to the United Nations General Assembly last September: 
the diminution of "economic imperialism," on the one hand. 
and the elimination of Sondero Luminoso (the rural terrorists 
who are, in fact. largely. urban, middle-class, and universily- 
educated), on the other. The Indians. moslly serranos who 
participated vigorously in the election and now have in power 
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their preferred indigenous party, deserve no less. (Even in 
the New York tri-state area, 75 per cent of the 10,500 eligible 
Peruvian voters cast an absentee ballot.) 

What should our posture be? We might begin by not 
interpreting Peruvian politics according to our own notions 
of Left and Right. After all. Vargas Llosa tells us that the 
Right seems to consist of those who real/y believe in a free 
press. free elections, and political pluralism and that most 
of the Left-even the minuscule anti-democratic Left---will 
have nothing to do with Moscow. We should also pay hoed 
to Jeane Kirkpatrick, who insists that poor but promising 
democracies should not pay high interest rates on old dubts 
"in order to maintain the profit levels of international banks." 
Finally, we should seek to nurture in evwy way Peru's in- 
herent friendliness and pro-Western disposition. To that end, 
we can begin by reminding ourselves that courtesy matters 
greatly to most of the rest of the world and also by reinein- 
bering that symbolism counts. "When I ran for the presiticmcy 
the first time, twcnty-five years ago," Belaundo told me in 
1981, " I  arrived in the provinces on the back of a jacltnss." 
Shortly after leaving office, this embodiment of the habit of 
Peruvian democracy, so shabbily treated by the White t-louso 
last September, ought to be invited to Washington and 
greeted by a red carpet. 

James Como, a member of the Speech Ueparfrrierit ;it York 
College, CUNY. is a sometime rcsidcrrt of P r w .  

EXCURSUS 3 
Virginia Bouvier on 
PROSPECTS FOR URUGUAY 

Julio 0. Sanguinetti's election to the Uruguayan presidency 
in November, 1984, reversed the international isolalion that 
Uruguay had experienced under its twelve-year-old military 
government. One hundred twenty foreign dignitaries, in- 
cluding U.S. Secretary of State George Shiiltz and rcpre- 
sentatives of seventy-two other countries. went lo Uruguay 
for Sanguinetti's March 1 inauguration. 

Human rights, the military, and social and ccotwtiiic prob- 
lems head up Sanguinetti's agenda of pressing coiiccrns. 
A consensus among Uruguayans on these major issilos 
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